Abstract-Uniform alternating electromagnetic field will be induced in specimen with alternating current excitation. The distribution of induced field will be perturbed by the existence of crack. To study the perturbation feature caused by crack, the specimen containing longitudinal and transverse cracks are detected in the experiment in this paper. The experiment indicates that the longitudinal and transverse cracks can be both detected out in one scan. Furthermore, the simulation of steel and aluminum with longitudinal and transverse cracks are carried out to explain the phenomenon. The result in simulation indicates that while longitudinal and transverse cracks exist in the surface of specimens, the induced alternating magnetic field around the crack would leak out of the specimen, meanwhile, the induced alternating current field around the crack would be disturbed and generated perturbation magnetic field. The magnetic field signal picked above the crack included the leakage magnetic field signal and perturbation magnetic field signal.
INTRODUCTION
The uniform alternating electromagnetic field will be induced in ferromagnetic specimen with alternating current excitation [1] [2] . And the alternating current field measurement (ACFM) and alternating current magnetic field (AC-MFL) are both techniques which used to detect cracks in structure using alternating electromagnetic field. However they are different in measurement and analysis of the resultant magnetic field perturbations caused by cracks [3] . In ACFM technique, the magnetic field caused by perturbation current field is measured to detect crack, but in AC-MFL technique the leakage magnetic field measured is used to predict the metal condition [4] [5] . The theory of ACFM and AC-MFL are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 .
A considerable amount of literature has been reported that ACFM and AC-MFL techniques are usually applied to detect transverse and longitudinal cracks respectively [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . However, according to the research, the circumferential and axial defects could be inspected with the same magnet and sensor configuration using the AC-MFL [11] [12] . Because sine excitation causes eddy current, the MFL field and disturbance eddy current field in the defect area of a conductor may lead to the confusion in the detection mechanism which was not primarily originated from AC-MFL effect using a U-shape inducer to detect longitudinal crack [13] . However, sporadic literatures have involved the research of combined action of magnetic field and current field around crack. To research the distribution feature of alternating electromagnetic field around crack, the experiment and simulation involving specimens of ferromagnetic and nonferromagnetic material with longitudinal and transverse cracks will be carried out in this paper. The results in this paper would lay the foundation for the detection of crack using acelectromagnetic field.
II. EXPERIMENT

A. Experimental System
The experiment was carried out to verify the discovery reported in the literatures [11] [12] by accident. The ac electromagnetic field detection experimental system was set up, as seen in Figure 3 , and The u-shape probe was excited by an alternating current source of I=1V and f=1000Hz, as shown in Figure 4 . The output of the detection sensor was filtered, amplified and then digitized using A/D acquisition. In the end, the test results, Bx and Bz, were showed in the PC. 
B. Experiment Results
The steel specimen with longitudinal and transverse cracks was used with dimensions L=50mm, W=2mm, P=5mm, as shown in Figure 5 . The experiment results are shown in Figure  6 and Figure 7 . It is apparent from these figures that the longitudinal and transverse cracks could be detected out actually which match the result in literatures using the ac excitation in one scan. Analyzing the B x signals, we could distinguish the longitudinal and transverse crack.
III. SIMULATION
To explain the phenomenon discovered in the experiment further, the 3D FEM model was built with the COMSOL Multiphasic, as shown in Figure 8 . The model parameters were shown in Table 1 . The magnetic fields physics and frequency domain analysis were used in the simulation. To save calculation time, the impedance boundary was applied to the specimen surface. The AC-MFL could only be used to detect ferromagnetic material [6] [7] . To research the ac-electromagnetic field features around cracks, steel and aluminum specimens were detected respectively. Moreover, the longitudinal and transverse cracks were placed in the specimen surface as shown in Figure 9 .
The results obtained from the analysis could be compared in Figure 10 and Figure 11 . From the data in Figure 10 and Figure 11 , it is apparent that when interrogating steel specimen, the longitudinal and transverse cracks could be detected out as the result in experiment indicating the correctness of simulation model. When interrogating aluminum specimen, only the transverse crack could be detected out distinctly. Because of the low permeability, there is only perturbation magnetic field existence caused by perturbation current in the tips of the crack when detecting cracks in aluminum specimen. Moreover, the variation of Bx and Bz are much smaller than the signals in steel specimen. Then, there is larger background magnetic field than the steel in x direction. prove the existence of the perturbation magnetic field when detecting longitudinal crack, another aluminum and steel specimen with cross crack were interrogated, as shown in Figure 12 .
FIGURE XII. CROSS CRACK Figure 13 and 14 compare the results obtained from simulation. What is interesting in Figure 13 and Figure 14 indicates that when the length of crack is as long as specimen width, there is no current disturbed in the tips of the crack. The variation of Bx in aluminum specimen is zero. Only the crack in steel specimen could be detected out. Comparing the Figure 10 and Figure 13 , it is clear that there is bigger variation of Bx signal in Figure 10 , when detecting longitudinal crack in aluminum. Thus, the magnetic signal picked when detecting longitudinal crack in aluminum is caused by perturbation current field. Strong evidence is found that the leakage magnetic field and the perturbation magnetic field are existence simultaneously around cracks in steel specimen of high permeability and conductivity.
The analysis showed that when detecting ferromagnetic specimen using AC excitation, the ac-electromagnetic field were induced in the specimen. While longitudinal and transverse cracks existed in the surface of specimens, the induced alternating magnetic field around the crack would leak out of the specimen, meanwhile, the induced alternating electrical field around the crack would be disturbed and generated perturbation magnetic field. The magnetic field signal picked above the crack included the leakage magnetic field signal and perturbation magnetic field signal.
IV. CONCLUSION
Prior studies [11] [12] that have noted circumferential and axial defects could be inspected with the same magnet and sensor configuration using the ac electromagnetic field. However, there was no appropriate explanation about these results.
The present study was designed to determine the acelectromagnetic field features for crack. We have carried out experiment to detect the longitudinal and transverse cracks in one scan. Furthermore, simulations of steel and aluminum specimens containing longitudinal and transverse cracks were also researched. It can be concluded by the following:
(1) In the experiment, it was apparent from these results that the longitudinal and transverse cracks could be detected out in one scan.
(2) When detecting the ferromagnetic specimen using AC excitation, the ac-electromagnetic field was induced in the specimen. While crack existed in the surface of specimens, the induced alternating magnetic field around the crack would leak out of the specimen, meanwhile, the induced alternating electrical field around the crack would be disturbed and generated perturbation magnetic field.
The results of this study supported the idea that the magnetic field B around cracks was consisted of the leakage magnetic field L B and perturbation magnetic field P B in the acelectromagnetic field. And the feature of electromagnetic field around crack was analyzed. The conclusion in this paper would lay the foundation for the crack of arbitrary angle detection with alternating current excitation.
Further research should be done to investigate the theoretical equation on magnetic field caused by the arbitrary direction crack in the ac-electromagnetic field. This is an important issue for future research that estimating the crack angle in one scan.
